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ARAFAT'S INDEPENDENT ``PALESTINE''

DEFENSE/MILITARY IMPACT ON ISRAEL

Yoash Tsiddon-Chatto

You may say you have been oppressed and persecuted Ð that has been your power! You have been
hammered into very fine steel, and that is why you have never broken.

Stated in 1925 by Lloyd George, British Prime Minister
(the engine behind the Balfour Declaration).

Did the Steel Blade Blunt?

1. Objective

For reasons outside the scope of this paper,2 the
writer believes that the ``Oslo Process'' will crumble
under the weight of the main issues untouched
heretofore, or peter out in circumstances of growing
disagreement, reverting the situation ``back to
square one'', i.e. a period of continued ``twilight''.3
Were the writer to err and a ``Palestinian'' autonomous or independent entity were to emerge out of
the Oslo Process, the chances of long term survival
of the said entity are assessed to be very slim
indeed, due to physical limitations, structural
philosophy, material situation and evolutionary
trends.
However, a certain probability of the emergence
of an independent ``Palestinian'' state, at least for a
limited period of time, exists. Arafat's statement on
the unilateral declaration of a ``Palestinian'' state
on May 4, 1999 is to be accepted at its face value
even though the date has passed and the implications of such a political move needs to be analyzed
carefully.
The objective of this paper is to survey, at policy

making level (and it can therefore by no means
replace a detailed study) the defense/military
impact on Israel of such a ``Palestinian'' unilateral
step, assuming that Arafat will enjoy Israeli indecision and wide international, not only Islamic,
support.
2. Frame of Mind: Conciliation or Confrontation?

a. Comparing Quotations

We have come from Jerusalem, the ancient and
eternal capital of the Jewish people. We have come
from an anguished and grieving land. We have come
from a people, a home, a family, that has not known
a single year Ð not a single month Ð in which
mothers have not wept for their sons. We have come
to try and put an end to the hostilities, so that our
children, our children's children, will no longer
experience the painful cost of war, violence and

. We have come to secure their lives and to
ease the sorrow and the painful memories of the
past Ð to hope and pray for peace.4
We say with complete faith, loudly and clearly,
that the song of the martyrs is etched in the path of
Palestine, and their pure blood upon our necks
terror
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.
Reinforce the strong stance and strengthen the
faith. We must burn the ground under the feet of
5
[Emphasis is that of the present
the invaders.
author Ð YTC.]
intensify the revolution and the blessed intifada

We respect agreements the way that the prophet
Muhammad and Saladin respected the agreements
which they signed... All options are open before the
Palestinian people
We are a nation of giants which has been
struggling with World Zionism for 101 years, and we
are capable of beginning it all again.6
b.

The Movement's Essential Principles

Article (1)

Article (2)

Article (4)

Comparing Documents

Article I of the ``Declaration of Principles on Interim
Self Government Arrangements''7:
The aim of the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations within the current Middle-East Peace
Process is, among other things, to establish a
Palestinian interim Self-Government Authority, the elected Council (the ``Council'') for a
transitional period not exceeding five years,
leading to a permanent settlement based on
Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338. It is
understood that the interim arrangements are
an integral part of the whole peace process
and that the negotiations on the permanent
status will lead to the implementation of
Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338.8
The ``Fateh'' organization is Arafat's own
political/terrorist group, the largest and most
influential one of the nine similar groups9
that form the Palestinian National Council
which capes the PLO Central Council, the
``chief'' of the PLO (Executive Committee).
As the majority of the PLO Central
Council, the Fateh organization is, in fact,
the leading ``peace partner'' of Israel.
Of late, independently of the Israeli request
for the cancellation of the viciously anti-Israel
clauses of the PLO's Palestinian Covenant,
Fateh has made public (July 28, 1998), through
its internet site <www.fateh.org>, the articles of
its Constitution. It may be of interest to quote
some of these articles:

Article (6)

Article (7)

Article (8)

Article (9)

Palestine is part of the Arab World,
and the Palestinian people are part of
the Arab Nation, and their struggle is
part of its struggle.
The Palestinian people have an independent identity. They are the sole
authority that decides their own destiny, and they have complete sovereignty on all their lands.
The Palestinian struggle is part and
parcel of the world-wide struggle
against Zionism, colonialism and international imperialism.
UN projects, accords and resolutions,
or those of any individual country
which undermine the Palestinian people's right in their homeland are illegal
and rejected.
The Zionist Movement is racial, colonial and aggressive in ideology, goals,
organization and method.
The Israeli existence in Palestine is a
Zionist invasion with a colonial expansive base, and it is a natural ally to
colonialism and international imperialism.
Liberating Palestine and protecting its
holy places is an Arab, religious and
human obligation.

Goals

Article (12)

Article (13)

Article (17)

Article (19)

Complete liberation of Palestine, and
eradication of Zionist economic, political, military and cultural existence.
Establishing an independent democratic state with complete sovereignty
on all rights without any racial or
religious discrimination.
Armed public revolution is the inevitable method to liberating Palestine.
Armed struggle is a strategy and not a
tactic, and the Palestinian Arab People's armed revolution is a decisive
factor in the liberation fight and in
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uprooting the Zionist existence, and
this struggle will not cease unless the
Zionist

state

is

demolished

and

Pa-

is completely liberated. [My
emphasis Ð YTC]
Opposing any political solution offered
as an alternative to demolishing the
Zionist occupation in Palestine, as well
as any project intended to liquidate
the Palestinian case or impose any
international mandate on its people.
Maintaining relations with all liberal
forces supporting our just struggle in
order to resist together Zionism and
imperialism.
Convincing concerned countries in the
world to prevent Jewish immigration to
Palestine as a method of solving the
problem.
lestine

Article (22)

Article (24)

Article (25)
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The Fateh Constitution's articles speak for
themselves.
In the absence of any evidence to the contrary,
the observation that may be made is that the Israeli
side may have been over-optimistic when it believed
that the spirit of conciliation like that emanating
from Rabin's address of September 13, 1993 (quoted
above) will prevail.
c.

Terror Ð Relating to Israeli Government
Policy.

There are parties that believe that it is the
intransigence of the Israeli Likud government that
brought about the present (August 1998) de facto
standstill in the progress to peace and wasted the
PLO original goodwill, bringing thereby a deterioration of the situation.
The following table suggests that this may not
be the case:

''Palestinian'' Arab Terror as a Function of Israeli Government Policy

Period

Dates

Number of Years

Number of Jews
10

Murdered

Average no. of

Remarks

Jews murdered/
year

Intifada

Oslo peak: RabinPeres government

Likud gov't
Netanyahu's ``anti-

Dec. 7, 1987 to
Sept.12,1993
Sept. 23,1993 to
June 9, 1996

~5.75

185

32

~2.5

217

87

June 16, 1996 to
Aug. 21, 1998

~2.12

59

28

Exclusive of
Lebanon
Exclusive of
Lebanon & Jewish
Institutions abroad
Exclusive of
Lebanon

peace'' policy

: It is painful to try and draw conclusions from one's own body count; it is also not entirely accurate, given the random
nature of the results of a terror attack. When counting the wounded, the ratio does not change substantially.

Note

Averaging incidents over lengthier periods of
time does provide a trend indication for each of the
three periods of different policies (especially the last
two). The trends are too diverse to discard. A 3:1
terror murder ratio between the Rabin-Peres conciliatory and Netanyahu's more demanding policies
requires an explanation, since the opposite might
have been expected. The one explanation that
comes to mind is that, conscious of the Israeli
Labor government's political commitment to proceed and conclude the arrangements at almost all

costs, Arafat unleashed his own and his ``opposition'' terror groups to add the whip of terror to the
carrot of ``peace'', and thus stampede the Jews out of
Judea, Samaria and Gaza as quickly as possible.
When the Israeli Jewish voters reacted with a 55
percent majority in Netanyahu's favor during the
May 1996 elections,11 Arafat may have felt that he
``overdid it''. However he tried to force the issue
again until the costly fake ``Temple Mount Tunnel
Incident'' of September 1996. Realizing that, with the
new government, the ``whip'' may be both too costly
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and counter-productive, the use of terror was
relegated to be perpetrated almost exclusively by
fringe elements from within or without the PLO, who
are alternately wrist-slapped or, again, tolerated, to
keep the terror option in plain view.
d.

The Inevitable Conclusion

The inevitable conclusion of this part is that, were
an Arafat led Palestinian state to emerge, it would
not be the result of an ``Oslo spirit of conciliation''
but, rather, the result of a bitter confrontation, a
``tug of war'', where, at certain crucial moments, the
US administration reneged on its undertakings,12
pitching in to help ``poor Arafat'' and the ``poor'' bloc
of Islamic dictatorships that back him.
This being the case, it is worthwhile to define
properly the feasibility of a peace relationship
between Israel and the third Palestinian state, as
well as the implications thereof.
3. ``Territories for Peace'' Ð A Reminder

a.

Review

Going back to May 15, 1948: Since that day, the
beaten West Palestinian Arabs, who initiated the
war with the Jews of Palestine, did not take active
part in any major war of the Arab coalitions with
Israel and no participant in the pan-Arab effort to
wipe out Israel had any plans for the establishment
of yet another, second Arab Palestinian state.
In fact, their plans to share the booty of the Jews
had been thwarted by the Israeli victory, sealed and
legitimized by the Rhodes Armistice Agreements of
1949, and signed by all combatants except Iraq.
Nurturing revanchist hopes, Arabia (the Arab
Nation) at large prevented the conversion of the
Armistice agreements into peace treaties, kept the
conflict smoldering on a ``small fire'' through a
continuous 50 year terror campaign interrupted only
by wars and through the prohibition of the resettlement and assimilation of the West Palestinian
Arab refugees anywhere within the emptiness of the
Arabian expanses.13
Not one single Arab country recognized the
Jordanian annexation of Judea and Samaria in
1950,14 the reason for the opposition being that
the annexation would create an Arab-Palestinian

kingdom, a haven for the Arabs of Western Palestine, and thus emasculate their political clout as
homeless refugees who ``have to be returned to their
homes''.15
So it was neither justice, sympathy or brotherly
empathy that kept the Arab flame of war alive
against Israel but, rather, the obsessive desire,
probably driven by the Muslim culture, by the
totalitarian regimes' fear of the Middle East being
invested by democracy and Western values and by
the wish to recover the Arab honor shamefully lost
in the 1948 military debacle at the hands of the
much inferior Jewish ad hoc mobilized army. When
Arabia, which refused to allow the Arab war refugees
to resettle for the last 50 years, invokes ``The Plight
of the Palestinian Refugees'', it is, in the circumstances, not for love and compassion for them but,
rather, to liven up the fire of hatred against Israel, a
cynical but successful policy.
The set of maps at the end of this chapter,16
(numbered 1 to 8) that tells the story of the seven
``Territories for Peace'' solutions, presented over
time, all accepted by the Jews when proposed and
all rejected by the Arabs, a living proof that this
aspect of territory is not the real issue. Compromise
is nowhere in sight insofar as Arabia at large (and
Iran) are concerned.
b.

Conclusion, Part 3

The conclusion of this part is that the issue of a
third Palestinian state is not solely that of a
compromise between Israel and the Arabs of Judea,
Samaria and Gaza. It is, rather, part and parcel of a
peace to be secured by Israel with its antagonists in
war from May 1948 to this day, i.e. Arabia at large (or
the Arab Nation), to which Iran is, unfortunately, to
be added. Any settlement with a minor segment of
Arabia like the Arabs of Western Palestine is
commendable on the condition that it does not
prejudice the peace with Arabia at large by
eliminating some of its major components.
4. Israel's Defense Territorial Imperatives

a.

Peace

is defined in the dictionaries as either ``a
state of harmony between people or groups'' or as a
``state of no war''.
Peace
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ii. A national will to use the might if/when
absolutely necessary.
iii. An economy able to support the might, its
readiness and the level of national will.
iv. A leadership capable of catering to the
might, the will and the economy.
v. A clear understanding by the deterred
antagonist(s), of the above points i to iv.

``Harmony'' exists for example, between the US
and Canada, given the similarities of political,
cultural, economic, ``Weltanschauung'', aspirations,
etc., the lack of relevant conflicts of interests and
absolute absence of aggressive motivation.
``A peace of no war'' existed between the US and
the (former) USSR characterized by sharply contrasting political regimes,17 political culture, economies, ``Weltanschauung'', aspirations etc., by worldwide conflicts of interests and by the viciously
aggressive motivation of communist expansionism
Ð all the above war prone parameters offset by an
added factor named deterrence.
Peace in the Middle East cannot, of course, be
a peace of harmony, as the protagonists of the Oslo
peace process wished to create, given the significant
differences among the parameters that define it, the
sharp conflict of interests as formally expressed by
the Arab regimes and the acute, old, never
diminished aggressive motivation of Arabia as such,
as expressed by its openly professed intent to
destroy the Jewish state.18 A notable exception to
Arabia's motivation is Hashemite Jordan, whose
independence from the ``brotherly embrace'' of its
much more powerful Arab neighbors like Syria, Iraq
or Saudi Arabia is guaranteed by Israel's stated
strategic interest of preventing the presence of one
or all these countries' troops on its longest frontier,
nearest to its strategic, vital centers.

In the light of Middle Eastern realities, peace
between Israel and its Arab neighbors, i.e. the Arab
Nation, if attainable, will be a ``peace of no war''
rather than a ``peace of harmony''.
b.

Deterrence

being the determinant factor in a peace
of no war, deserves special attention.
Deterrence,

For the purpose of this paper, deterrence is
defined as the mechanism of preventing war in a war
prone environment.
Its components are:
i.

A military might capable of winning a war
with the deterred antagonist(s) while inflicting upon them a punishment that they find
unacceptable.
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c.

The Military Might

being the prime component of
deterrence, should be clearly understood: It is a
controlled, co-ordinated, informed, supplied,
trained, etc., manipulation of:
. Firepower
. Mobility
. Terrain
The classic fielding of a military might includes
trade-offs among the three factors, like, for instance,
the Russian, and later, Soviet huge trade-offs of
terrain in exchange for the wearing off of Napoleon's
or German firepower and mobility while preserving/
strengthening their own forces, thereby achieving,
in due time, a crushing superiority and victory.
The military might,

d.

The ``Achilles' Heel''

The ``Achilles' heel'' of the Israeli military might is
the absolute lack of the ``terrain'' factor in terms of
relevant geographic expanses.
The other, topographic, feature of Israel's
``terrain'' factor is also non-existent within the
pre-1967 demarcation lines, rendering Israel
totally open, left with only one choice of survival:
Pre-emptive war by surprise, which was the case
in 1967.
The lessons learned from the 1967 Six Day War,
1973 Yom Kippur War and 1991 (Gulf War) wars, the
enormous Arab military build up since 1967 (which
continues), the weapons' technological development and the present geopolitical situation19 teach
that an Israeli preemption, as in 1967 is practically
impossible, while an Arab surprise, as in 1973 is not
impossible.
This underlines the enhanced importance of
the ``terrain'' factor, at least as far as topographic
assets go.
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The Time Factor and Terrain

Another very acute Israeli weakness is its ``short

Given the structure of its armed forces whose
main component are reservists, that is the same
people who drive the economy, Israel will never be
able to mobilize fully and deploy its forces so as to
discourage the exercise of an enemy threat on its
frontiers for a prolonged period of time. It has no
economic capability to maintain prolonged total
mobilization and/or readiness.
Either the threat is removed, or Israel will have
to go to (a preemptive) war to remove it, which was
the case in June 1967 (the Six Day War).
The above-mentioned Israeli economic ``short
wind'' has another facet: the stockpiling of
ammunition and other war material is also
limited, as is their rate of manufacture in real
time. Then, there is the international, political
``short wind''. The duration of a conflict is
determined in ``normal'' circumstances, by the
capability of one of the parties to bear a tolerable
rate of attrition of its own forces while inflicting
intolerable attrition on the other party, until
imposing its will upon it.
The case of the Israeli-Arab conflict is more
complex than that. It is a highly charged conflict
involving multiple world-wide interests, including
those of nuclear superpower(s). At least in the past,
when Soviet interests were manifest in the Middle
East (and nobody can warrant that a similar
situation will not be repeated with Russia, China
or Middle East nuclear powers), it became obvious
that a prolonged conventional campaign might, in a
contested nuclear environment, degenerate into a
nuclear threat or war situation. The difference
between the Israeli victory in the ``Sinai Campaign''
of October 1956 and the simultaneous Anglo-French
fiasco of their ``Suez Affair'' was made by the fact
that, when Bulganin's Soviet nuclear threat came to
all three, Israel was in full possession of its
campaign objectives, while the Anglo-French were
far from achieving theirs, being therefore forced to
cease fire prematurely. (Another, third party limiting
factor is ``friendly'' political pressures. The US State
Department became very proficient in preventing
decision in war by stopping the Israelis through
strong diplomatic and logistic pressures, like at the
wind''.

end of the Yom Kippur War of October 1973. This
proficiency served Mr. Dennis Ross when he advised
the Arabs that ``only the US can stop the Israelis.'')
The conclusion reached in 1963-6 by the Israeli Air
Force Planning Branch (headed at the time by the
author) was that the potential nuclear threat (and
later ``friendly'' pressure) is a decisive time limiting
factor, especially in a Middle East Israeli-Arab
conflict. Given the fact that the decision making
process of a nuclear power requires a period of
about ten days, the new war contingency plan was
built to achieve decision in battle at any costs and
risks, as close to the start of hostilities as possible.
The lack of time compounds, of course, the problem
of the lack of terrain, time shortage becoming a
serious threat multiplier. Israel should be ready to
break an enemy initiated assault and assume
initiative, counter attacking decisively, as fast as
possible.20
To achieve this, Israel needs a proper deployment of high-readiness standing units able to stop
the enemy by using the combination of firepower
and terrain (topography), with an unobstructed
supply line to the rear. Were the supply lines and
topographical assets in enemy hands, time and
force attrition will be required before stabilizing the
line prior to the counterattack, if feasible at all. This
additional time and the additional forces may not
be available Ð hence the increased importance of
Israel holding the topographical assets wherever
they may be, because of its ``short wind''.
Let it be understood that all topographic assets
vital to Israel's military might, and thus vital to its
deterrence, which is the key to peace that is
beneficial to both Jewish and Middle East Arab
populations, are to be found only east of the ``Green
Line'', that is on the Golan Heights, Samaria, Judea
and the Jordan Valley south of the Lake of Galilee.
Israel's hold onto these vital territorial/topographic assets is a determinant, a ``conditio sine qua
non'', of maintaining the peace in the Middle East,
although it raises problems in the domain of the
Israeli-''Palestinian'' relationship. It must be noted
that the ``Palestinians'' are only a marginal, though
painfully close, fraction of the Arab nation with
which peace should be concluded.
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5. ``Palestine'' Ð Arafat's Independent State

a.

The Fake Concept of Autonomy

A lively intra- and inter-partisan debate has been
going on in Israel ever since Menachem Begin
accepted the notion of ``individual autonomy'' for
the Arabs of Judea, Samaria and Gaza, as part and
parcel of the peace treaty with Egypt. This debate,
about the nature and application of autonomy, has
intensified since the Oslo DOP, when the notion of
autonomy had to be put to test. Yitzhak Rabin was a
consistent, long time opponent to the establishment of a ``Palestinian'' state in Judea, Samaria and
Gaza.21 His (1992-1996) ruling Labor Party's platform, maintained formally, even after the DOP was
signed, that Arab autonomy in Judea, Samaria and
Gaza was the ultimate solution to the issue of
separating the region's Arab inhabitants from the
Jews and Arabs of Israel ``proper''. Yet the acceptance
by the Israeli political establishment of a ``Palestinian'' state is slowly gaining ground from the left
toward the center. Although legal acrobatics can
legitimize or delegitimize anything, real life is less
tolerant.
For the Arabs of Judea, Samaria and Gaza to gain
a measure of emancipation, they have to belong one
way or another, to a state recognized by the family of
nations, i.e. become citizens of a state, which they
are not at present.
Autonomy, as applied in fact, world-wide, is the
delegation, by a source of authority, of certain
powers to regional, ethnic, religious or other
groupings, while that source refrains from the
delegation of all powers (such as for the Basque
area of Catalonia, Spain).
. One precondition for delegation of power is
the bona fide recognition, by the autonomous entity, of the source of authority as
such.
. Another precondition is the acceptance, by
the source of authority, of the responsibilities related to those powers that have not
been delegated, for instance, in our case, the
bestowing of citizenship upon the autonomous group, including the rights and duties
emanating therefrom.22
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The case of the Arabs of Judea, Samaria and
Gaza is totally different:
. The Arabs do not recognize Israel as a source
of authority over the territory handed over to
them and
. Israel does not intend to confer Israeli
citizenship upon the Arabs of Judea, Samaria
and Gaza, since that would mean, for
demographic reasons, the denial of the
Jewish character of the state that has
painfully been created as a Jewish state.
Worse, since a bi-national democratic state
means the sharing of the defense burden,
hence secrets, by both sectors and since the
Israeli defense is orientated in its entirety to
face the Arab threat of which the Arab sector
of bi-national Israel is bound to be part and
parcel, that would border on suicide.
It is, therefore, obvious that a state of autonomy
can, in this case of Judea, Samaria and Gaza be only
a temporary, transitional state leading either to full,
independent statehood or to dissolution.
We shall, however, for the purpose of this paper,
assume that a full fledged, independent state of
``Palestine'' will emerge from the present ongoing
negotiations, a state ruled by Arafat, treading the
same political, military, mass-psychological, economic, and educational paths that it has done since
the Oslo DOP has been signed.
b. ``Palestine'' Ð The Israeli Perspective

Since the negotiations are not yet concluded, a map
of the final Israeli stand on the territorial compromise with Arafat's ``Palestine'' is not readily available.
With no official map drawn yet, there exists,
however, an Israeli consensual agreement23 as to
the political-military leeway that Israel can permit
any ``Palestinian'' entity to exercise, be it autonomous or independent.
Following are some of the consensual points:
1. The ``Palestinian'' entity24 will be demilitarized, possessing only a lightly armed police
force of 8,000 Ð 16,000 officers.25
2. The ingress and exit from the ``Palestinian''
state will be controlled by Israel to secure
demilitarization and prohibition of unwarranted immigration.
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3. The ``Palestinian'' state's airspace will be
controlled by Israel.
4. The ``Palestinian'' state will not conclude
with third parties any military or other
alliances which Israel will estimate to affect
its security.
5. Water resources, drawn from a common
subterranean aquifer, will be shared by
mutual agreement.
6. Situated on high ground, the ``Palestinian''
state will make all necessary provisions to
prevent potential water, air or soil pollution
of Israeli territory (which would be merely a
walking distance away).
7. The State of ``Palestine'' will guarantee a
terror and crime free neighborhood with
Israel.
8. Israel will provide free transit rights to link
the various ``Palestinian'' regions yet reserve
the right to check, for reasons of its own
security and for the protection of its other
interests, the persons, vehicles, and wares
translating from one region to another.
9. Both parties will undertake energetic measures to promote pacific coexistence and
reduce tensions.
10. In case of grave criminal or terrorist transgressions, Israel will reserve the right of hot
pursuit, which may be forgone in exchange
of solid agreement between the parties to
extradite criminals/terrorists as per request,
etc.
Note: The above mentioned points are not all,
nor are they ``the'' official formulations being
negotiated. The purpose of enumerating them is
to stress the fact that given the confined geographic space being disputed, given the fact that
this

area

is

heavily

populated

by

interlaced

``Palestinian'' state, have a notion of ``Palestinian''
independence

considered,

different]

circumstances,

plicable,

unrealistic

and

to

under
be

normal

absolutely

unacceptable

[or

inap-

world-

wide.

Any student of history or political science will
attest to the fact that, if accepted, these terms will
only be of a short duration, to be followed by
tension, maneuvering for more ``elbow room'' and,
most probably, an existential conflict.
c. ``Palestine'' Ð The PLO-Arab Perspective

Since Arafat and his team are the ``claimants'', the
picture from the PLO side, supported, at least for
the present by the whole Arab, Muslim and other
parties of the world, is pretty clear.
Arafat's map of ``Palestine'' (Map 7) is published
in his brochure of March 199226 named ``Masterplanning Ð The State of Palestine Ð Suggested
Guidelines For Comprehensive Development'', published in English by ``Palestine Studies Project'', ``The
Center for Engineering and Planning''.
According to the PLO concept, a ``Palestinian''
land-corridor should link pre-1967 Samaria and
Judea with Gaza, a 225 sq. km. corridor whose 8
Jewish villages and a township will have to be
evacuated.
At the beginning of 1994 Arieh Stav, the editor of
Nativ, decided to learn whether the March 1992 plan
was still valid after the conclusion of the Oslo DOP,
applying special emphasis on the land corridor.
Some of Stav's telephone conversations are enlightening, worth quoting, since they display the clear
objective, the singleness of purpose as well as the
peculiar logic of a party that lost the war and is
about to win the peace.27 The overconfidence
displayed is certainly characteristic and bears a
transparent tone of threat.

populations of very diverse cultures, that the Arab
areas' inhabitants are harboring deep antagonism
for

their

Jewish

neighbors

and

are

continuously

being incited to excel in the exercise of hatred,
and last but not least at all, given the pan-Arab
and Iranian (Islamic) threat of conventional and
total, i.e. mass destruction ballistic missiles war,
the Jews of Israel and the Diaspora, although a
great many of them favor the establishment of a

Arieh Stav:

Since the issue [of the land-corridor] is about more
than 200 square kilometers where 9 villages,
kibbutzim and townships are located, and since
the book does not mention what their fate is going
to be, I called the Center (Tel. 02-955-65528), to find
out whether these [forty-fifty year old -YTC] settlements are an obstacle to peace.
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The man who answered the phone spoke basic
Hebrew. He advised that this matter is dealt with in
detail by the central branch in Gaza, gave me the
branch's phone number, (07-861-365), and suggested that I speak with Mr. Halil, the engineer in
charge of transportation issues at the Center. I
called. Halil was out in the field. I left my number.
Halil called back one hour later. He was polite,
presented himself, and offered his service in basic
English, not unlike the English spoken by the
average Israeli. The conversation was unrestricted.
Halil explained that he wrote the transportation
chapter of the book, hence he will try to answer the
best he can.
``Halil'', I said, ``what bothers me is the question
of the land bridge between Gaza and Hebron.
According to the booklet, you relate to a 5 km.
wide, 45 km. long strip of land, that is 225 square
kilometers, as if it were under your rule. How will
Israel accept it?''
``First of all, this is not a bridge, but a corridor'',
corrected Halil, and asked: ``Look Mr. Stav, think
logically, the agreement on principles (DOP) includes the area of what you call ``autonomous rule''
and what we call ``A Palestinian state'' on all the
areas conquered by you in June 1967. So, how do
you imagine will the 700,000 Gazans be linked to the
West Bank? Gaza is our only seaport through which
our agricultural produce will be exported and all the
raw materials and finished goods imported, for a
state that, by year 2000, will have more than 4
million people. The estimate is that on the multilane highway, one of the land-corridor's links, there
will be 12,000 lorries (trucks) moving per day, to
which 5,000 railroad cars will be added. Your Oslo
mission got all this data, understood them and
agreed to them''.
``Did they agree?''
``No, obviously not in detail. There was no
discussion on details. If there would have been, we
would have not concluded the agreement to this
day. But we did agree on the principles''.
``Let's assume this is the case, but how about the
sovereignty on that area?''
``Israel will have to put up with our sovereignty.
In fact, this principle has already been agreed upon
and it is part of the undisclosed clauses. The reason
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is that Israel knows that in any instant of international litigation it will lose the case. International
law and the borders of the UN partition plan of 1947
are both in our favor.''
``I know about the 1947 partition plan lines, but
what does international law stipulate??''
``The international law stipulates that the ownership of a land corridor that connects the two parts
of a country passing through the land of a third
country, is to be decided on according to the needs
and the size of the populations it serves. Since all
the Israeli population south of the line Beth
Hannun-Idna is less than 250,000 people, which is
barely one third of the present population of Gaza
and going to be only one quarter by the year 2,000,
the issue of sovereignty over the land-corridor is
clear.''
``The land-corridor is to pass in the area where
one town, four kibbutzim and three villages are
situated: Sderot, Nir-Am, Mefalsim, Gevim, Dorot,
Ahuzam, Lachish and Amatsia.''
``You forgot Shekkef, that one built upon the
lands of Beth-Awa, the neighboring Arab village...''
``Yes I forgot Shekkef, well, then four villages
instead of three. How can you imagine that Israel
will agree to evacuate this land-corridor area for
your cause?''
``Only a moment ago you said that you are
familiar with the UN November 1947 resolution. All
these settlements were not only non-existent in
1947.29 They were built on land that was earmarked
for an Arab country, conquered by you in 1948, and
whose Arab inhabitants were deported in their
majority. Therefore these settlements are just as
illegal as your West Bank settlements.''
``In fact even more illegal than the West Bank
settlements, since all settlements built there after
1967 were set up on government or private land,
without displacing any Arab inhabitants.''
``Exactly.'' [i.e., absolutely right Ð YTC]
``How will Israelis travel from north to south and
back if the land-corridor will be under your
sovereignty?''
``When the day of the final solution will come.''
``Are you aware of how the notion ``final
solution'' sounds in Jewish ears?''
``Your pardon?''
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``Never mind, carry on.''
``Well, then, when the day of the final solution
will arrive and the two peoples will live in peace in
Palestine, the question will find its own answer, like
the transit within the European Union, where the
passage is free, with no trip checks. Till then, I
believe that Israel will substantially increase its air
traffic, using helicopters as air taxis. For heavier
traffic, like lorries (trucks) and rail stock, Israel will
have to build an elevated bridging system [over the
corridor Ð YTC] on a string of longitudinal roads
like Yad-Mordechai Ð Gevim, Or Haner Ð Ruhama,
Plugot Interchange to Quama Interchange and
Lachish-Lahav. But for an answer to this question
you'd better ask the Israeli Ministry of Transportation.''
``On the map of the transportation chapter, the
frontiers between the Palestinian state and Israel
are marked ``temporary'', that means that you will
insist on downsizing Israel to the 1947 borders.''
``The implementation of the US resolution 181
on the [original, 1947 Ð YTC] partition borders is
our legitimate right, based on an inviolable legal
basis. But, then, I understand your predicament. It is
therefore that I want to avoid entering a political
discussion. After all, I am only a transportation
engineer. But as a Palestinian who lives under Israeli
occupation since 1967, and as one who is in charge
of this sector of the Gaza-Hebron link, it is clear to
me that it is inconceivable to have this land-corridor
as a permanent feature.
Main traffic arteries are not there in a vacuum.
They are a very powerful magnet that attracts
settlements on both its sides. This is how the main
population centers developed throughout history.
The history is with us, justice is with us, the law is
with us, the UN is with us, and more important than
anything, as one who meets many Israelis, I know
that the real peace lovers among you are also with
us.''
This conversation took place at the beginning of
May 1994. A few more calls made after the rule in
Gaza was transferred to the PLO remained unanswered.
The writer believes that there is hardly a more
candid, well mannered, concise and threatening
30
:
document presenting the PLO case for all to see

a. The PLO, considers the initial objective of its
negotiations with Israel to be the full
recovery of the territories acquired by Israel
during the Six Day War of 1967 and the
establishment, within the 1949 armistice
lines, of a third, full fledged Palestinian
state whose capital is Jerusalem.
b. The PLO considers the frontiers between the
``Palestinian'' state and Israel, as defined by
the armistice lines of 1949, to be of a
temporary nature, which implies that further
territorial revendications are in the offing.
c. The PLO, relying on the Arab/Muslim world
as well as on UN and other support, started
its countdown for the next stage by including in its claims areas pertinent to the Israeli
withdrawal to the 1947 UN partition lines
from before the War of Independence.31
d. The first test case of the crossing of the
``Green Line'' by ``Palestine'', easiest to ``sell''
and, according to PLO sources, already
unofficially approved by the Israeli mission
at Oslo, is the transfer of sovereignty over
the 225 sq. km. land-corridor that should
connect Gaza with Hebron, which includes
the evacuation of nine Israeli towns, kibbutzim and villages built before, during and
after the War of Independence.
e. Deftly, Arafat's PLO which declares in its still
valid Covenant and in its new Fateh Constitution, that it is part of the Arab Nation
``out to liberate the whole of Palestine'', has
succeeded in isolating and separating, during its talks with the Israelis, its present day
``modest'' requests from its candid, implied,
``step 2'' of further revendications once ``step
1'' is accomplished, as it temporarily swept
aside the refugee problem.
f. The PLO acts boldly, dismissing the fact that
the Arabs of Western Palestine have never
accepted any partition plan that would
permit the implementation of the League
of Nations' (UN's predecessor) endorsed
Balfour Declaration on the establishment
of a Jewish National Home in Palestine (see
map 8), or the fact that they had started the
war by the end of 1947 to prevent the
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implementation of the UN partition plan
(accepted by the Jews).32
The conclusion of this Part (5) is that, far from
being a goodwill paved highway to peace, the Oslo
process has only started an aggressive, acrimonious,
vicious ``tug of war'' between Israel and Arafat's PLO,
the end of which is nowhere in sight, surely not
bound to stop with the emergence of a third
Palestinian state within the 1949 lines. The way it
goes, it seems that the well led, coordinated PLO
effort has let it gain and keep a net advantage over
the split, disoriented Israelis, whose recovery
depends on their unity, will, determination and
leadership. One may, therefore, assume that the
PLO state will emerge, that its attitude toward
Israel, far from being the bucolic idyll prophesied by
Mr. Peres, will be one of increased tension,
confrontations, renewed revendications supported
by the Muslim world and other powers, one of fight
for more freedom and elbow room every inch of the
way. This implies a steady state of instability of
``twilight'', with Israel constantly losing strategic,
political, economic and prestige ground, which, as
experience teaches, means simultaneous loss of
deterrence, friendships and support. Nobody bets
on a dying horse.
6. The Defense/Military Impact of ``Palestine''

The impact of a PLO state upon Israel's security/
military situation is massive, felt throughout all that
defense stands for, namely the three types of threats
of terror/guerrilla, conventional and total war. It
requires fresh thinking about the strategy and
composition of the Israeli armed forces, i.e. a review
of Israel's defense doctrine. It would be advisable to
look into that impact while relating separately to
each type of threat before drawing a more coherent
conclusion.
a. Terrorism and/or Guerrilla Warfare Threat

Much like magnetic or electric field strength, the
efficiency of a guerrilla or terror element is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance between
base and target.
In simple words, the closer the base-target
range, the more efficient a terror/guerrilla unit will
become, exponentially.
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Terrorism is the indiscriminate use of violence
and intimidation to achieve, in our case, a political
goal. Based mostly on friendly havens, it is not
meant to impose its will in battle upon the enemy.
On the contrary, it is meant to evade battle. Its
success is measured by three yardsticks:
. Whether it keeps the (political) issue ``burning''.
. What is its demoralizing effect on the
enemy's population and, thereby, on his
decision-makers?
. What is its morale and motivation build up
capability in the political faction it represents?
Terror may grow from a threat that is of a mere
military ``nuisance value'' to a political full fledged
strategic threat, which seems to have been the case
with the PLO, supported by the Muslim world.
Guerrilla warfare is the use of an irregular or
semi-regular, politically motivated force against a
regular, superior military force, aiming to impose its
will outside the classic battlefield.
Both terror and guerrilla warfare are bound to
win by merely persisting, which is why the party
subjected to their onslaught will have to put them
down as fast as possible, be it even by use of
excessive power, risking to lose the confrontation if
it does not do so (as for example in the Intifada).
One glimpse at the map (Map 2 in Edward Saar's
paper in this book) outlines the enormous advantages gained by any terror or guerrilla organization
which finds a warm home in a ``Palestine'', fiercely
antagonistic to Israel (see parts 2 to 5):
a. A sympathetic, supportive population.
b. A (semi?) sympathetic political regime,
ready to turn the blind eye when expedient.
A sanctuary and logistic base.
c. A walking distance from most major targets.
d. A light arms fire, portable anti-aircraft
missiles, mortar, Katyusha missiles, etc.
coverage of most or even all major targets
in Israel.
e. A visual observation and laser designation
range for artillery or stand off, laser guided
weapons.
f. An enormously increased length of exposed
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borderline between Arabs/Arabia and Israel.33
g. No natural-topographic obstacles/defenses
on the Israeli side, hilly or mountainous
terrain on the ``Palestinian''.
h. An increasingly sympathetic Israeli Arab
population, exalted by the establishment of
``Palestine''.34
i. A large body of ``Palestinians'' working in
Israel.
Reading the above list of advantages, one by
one, does raise anxiety. Thinking of the combination
of all these is downright scaring. To confront this
situation, special, dedicated measures are required
like, specialized border forces, tedious screening of
all people and wares crossing the frontiers (without
which ``Palestine'' has no subsistence), ditches,
fences, minefields, hi-tech surveillance, etc.
Co-ordination of classic guerrilla activity of
Arafat's ``police'' and/or militias, within the framework of a major Arab-Israeli conflict, to be certainly
expected, is a strategic threat of the first magnitude.
It may slow down or totally close traffic to fronts
(the ``mobility'' element of military might) and/or
play havoc in urban concentrations and/or ``rear''
bases (there is no real rear in Israel) etc.
Combined with a ballistic missile attack or even
standing alone, ``Palestinian'' guerrillas launching
assaults timely and properly, may delay the mobilization of the Israeli reserves, their posting and
outfitting as well as their deployment,35 which may
have deadly results on a conventional front line.
These above-mentioned dangers, built-in, inherent in a ``Palestinian'' state were not, by any
means, lost on the leadership of the Israeli Labor

.
It does sound strange nowadays, but in 1978 Mr.
Shimon Peres wrote in his (Hebrew) book, The
Foundation of Peace and Security that (quotation,
pp. 232-233):
Maybe that the present Arab generation
cannot dwell in full harmony and peace with
Israel; one has to take this into account.
Maybe that the present Arab generation
cannot go beyond an interim arrangement,
an arrangement that does not result in a
withdrawal to the 1967 borders and does not
Party

include the establishment of a Palestinian36
state, since the establishment of such a state
means its flooding Judea and Samaria with
over 25,000 of its armed fighters. Such a force
will double itself in no time through the
assimilation of local youth Ð there is no
shortage of arms and equipment. It will not
be long before a war infrastructure will be
established in Judea, Samaria and Gaza.
Israel will suffer from continuous security
problems which may drag it into a war or
undermine its population's morale. In time of
war, the Palestinian frontiers will provide
mobile forces with an excellent ``jump off''
position to break their way into the vital
Israeli infrastructure, to immediately restrain
the Israeli Air Force's liberty of movement
over Israel's airspace, and draw blood from
the inhabitants living within the range of a
``mass of artillery''.
These dangers Ð additional to the dangers of
war previously described, compel Israel to
insist on retaining three imperative territorial
components: Secure borders, and military
strongholds and warning stations beyond
the secure borders which have to be accepted
in any arrangement (concluded) during this
interim period.
Secure borders are required by Israel as long
as harmonious peace does not prevail. The
real meaning of this harmony is the acceptance by the Arabs of Israel's existence,
meaning that all dangers to its existence,
integrity, security and rights of sovereignty
have been removed.
Mr. Peres' book contains many repetitions of the
above theme.
Between 1978 and 1992-3, Mr. Shimon Peres'
opinion on the danger of establishing a PLO
governed ``Palestine'' West of the Jordan has
apparently undergone a total change. Currently, he
believes that such a state is the way to achieve
peace, goodwill and co-operation. Reading the
above noted quotation from his book, one's conclusion is that Mr. Peres believes that 15 years after he
wrote his book, the same ``present Arab generation''
(it is the same generation of top and mid-level
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leadership, with a new young generation of
followers that joined them) can and is now willing
to ``dwell in full harmony'' with Israel, hence his
dramatic move to reach the Oslo agreement. Yet
one is very hard put to discern any changes in PLO
policy, deeds and rhetoric37 between 1978 and the
present.
``Arab Terror as Function of a Israeli Government
Policy'' (part 2.2) suggests, that, while semantic
changes may have occurred in the corridors of
power, they have never been manifest in the fields,
casbahs or on the road. On the contrary the more
solicitous the Israeli government, the more vicious
the terror, the opposite of the will to ``dwell in full
harmony''.
One may wonder how Mr. Peres (with the State
Department in tow) reached his Nobel Prize winning
new conclusion, but this is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Other people have different opinions on the
potential ``dwelling in harmony''. Following are three
of many opinions expressed of late38:
a. IDF Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Ammon LipkinShahak, before the Knesset Foreign Affairs
and Defense Committee, June 9, 1998
(Ha'aretz, July 7, 1998):
From a security standpoint, we will live
in a much, much more difficult reality
than the one currently prevailing when
larger portions of territory are not
under Israel's responsibility and control of the areas around some of the
roads and some of the settlements
becomes more difficult or impossible.
b. Excerpted from Reuters News Service, July 1,
1998:
The Palestinian leadership has no
more patience and our people have
no more patience. All that's left for us
is to defend Jerusalem in whatever way
we can'', Arafat told a special session
of the Palestinian Legislative Council.
Arafat said the battle for East Jerusalem, which Israel captured in the 1967
Middle East War and later annexed is
``one of life and death''... There will be
no

peace,

no

security,

no

stability

without
rusalem,

the

return

the

of

eternal

independent
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liberated
capital

Palestinian

of

Jean

state,

whether they like it or not,

proclaimed Arafat, drawing loud applause
from legislators. [My emphasis Ð YTC]
c. As to the side that Arab Israeli citizens may
take in case of a ``Palestinian'' Israeli tension
or conflict, an unequivocal opinion is presented by MK (Member of Israeli Parliament) Abdel Whab Darawshe in an interview
in the Arab PLO official newspaper Al-Hayat
al Jadeeda. Reported in Yediot Aharonot,
July 17, 1998:
Any Arab who serves in the Israeli army
is a person who is doing a distinguishingly criminal act against society. I call
upon

each

serving
leave

in

and

and
the

every

Arab

occupying

instead

join

the

who

is

army

to

ranks

of

men of honor who serve their people,

[my emphasis Ð YTC], because it is
unthinkable that an Arab should serve
in a Jewish army.39
Where terrorism and guerrilla are concerned, the
conclusion is that the establishment of a ``Palestinian'' state in Judea, Samaria and Gaza represents a
quantum jump in the intensity of threat, given the
explosive combination of very much improved
tactical circumstances joined, contrary to the Oslo
expectations, to an increasingly acute confrontational attitude and high expectations created by
initial success, which translate into high motivation,
the main weapon of terrorists and guerrillas.
This quantum jump will force Israel to live in a
constant ``twilight'', i.e. a ``stable state of instability''
with all that it implies in lives, national morale,
quality of life, economic climate, investments'
appeal, international political standing and deterrence posture vis-aÁ-vis the permanent, intensifying,
pan-Arab and Iranian threat.
A revision of Israel's defense doctrine will
probably be made, resulting in the establishment
of separate anti-terror and guerrilla discrete forces
combined with local territorial defense militias, a
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significant departure from present day military
structures.
b.

``Palestine's'' Impact on Conventional Warfare

Unless extreme developments occur, the ``State of
Palestine'' will, for the foreseeable future, be no
match for Israel in a one on one conventional
conflict, but conventional conflict has never been
fought

between

the

Arabs

of

Western

Palestine

The War of Independence, the Sinai
Campaign, the Six Day War, the Yom Kippur War, the
Lebanon War and the Attrition Wars in between,
have all been fought with pan-Arabian coalitions of
one composition or another.
Therefore, unlike in a terror/guerrilla war threat,
where ``Palestine'' will most probably play the lead
part, its impact on the conduct of yet another
conventional war between Israel and pan-Arabia will
be reflected in two ways:
i. The denial of strategic high ground, natural
obstacles and whatever tactical depth there
is to the Israeli forces facing pan-Arabian
forces.
This means the burdening of Israel's forces
with considerable attrition and additional
time requirements if forced to reoccupy the
vital areas when facing the imminent threat
of pan-Arab forces. This is a significant forcedegradation factor, and, obviously, a significant erosion of Israel's grand deterrence
posture, the guarantee of regional peace.
ii. The ``Palestinian'' participation in the war by
co-ordinating its guerrilla (and terror) activities with the pan-Arab armies fighting
conventionally, and providing the ``springboard'' for pan-Arabian forces out to strike at
Israel's jugular.
and

Israel.

Highground

See Fig. 1 in the previous paper (by Edward Saar)
which depicts the ``Palestinian'' topographic advantage over Israel, when practically all of Israel's
eastern flank will be dominated by ``Palestinian''
high ground.
Since the dawn of history, that is since man
started fighting in packs to protect his turf, high
ground and space to maneuver40 have been the

name of the game. The story one hears when visiting
the magnificent fortified monastery of St. Catherine
in the Sinai desert is that the Roman (Byzantine)
Emperor Justinian, who commissioned the building
in the 6th century, had the architect decapitated
when learning that he built it in a valley, near the
water well instead of setting it on high ground. From
medieval castles to Maginot Line, to the Golan,
Hermon and other positions, the story is the same.
During all periods of time, regardless of
weapons' technology, high ground has been, and
remains, synonymous with defense force multiplying, intelligence multiplying and improved control of the surrounding area. Semantics will not
change this. Nor, it seems, will airborne or spaceborne hi-tech systems, which do provide (partial)
complementary intelligence and control solutions.41
While the attributes of the high ground remain
the same, modern warfare has changed the range.
On one hand, forces move faster, from further away,
when storming. The range of their weapons has
increased. On the other hand, technology enables
intelligence to see or otherwise sense as far as the
geographical horizon, i.e. the curvature of the earth
permits, night and day and the defensive weapons
cover the increased range. The higher they are
positioned, the further they ``see'' or acquire
stationary or moving targets.
These being the circumstances, the issue may be
summed up:
. By placing natural obstacles in the way of
the attacker, high ground enhances defense
capability, hence is a defense force multiplier.
. High ground enhances intelligence capabilities, hence is an intelligence force multiplier.
. High ground is vital for proper battle
management, enhancing the Command,
Control, Communications, Intelligence42
(C3I) capability of the commander in the
field, a combat force multiplier.
. The non-possession of high ground is a force
attenuator for the attacker, which is a further
force multiplier for the forces possessing it.
. High ground is ideal for the siting of antiaircraft missile batteries, offering maximum
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radar and missile coverage, including ``look
down-shoot down'' at low flying aircraft
(cruise missiles) and coverage of fields of
fire otherwise obstructed from view of slant
radar.43 There is no realistic substitute for
the high ground siting of anti-aircraft/cruise
missiles missile batteries, which become
vital in containing enemy air support while
the aircraft of the Air Force are diverted
against ballistic missiles or other threats.
.

High ground provides improved sitings for
all variations of electronic warfare, which are
constantly growing in tactical and strategic
importance.

In case of conventional warfare, if ``Palestine''
were to hold the high ground, looking down from a
negligible distance onto Israel's flatland entrails, it
will be able to engage actively about 80 percent of
Israel's ``rear''. Reinforced from abroad, it will
become an existential threat expressed in the form
of harassment, pinpoint attacks on military headquarters, terror (demoralizing) attacks on civilians,
strikes at airfields, depots, power, communication
lines and transportation facilities (moving or stationary) etc., using a combination of terror, guerrilla,
visual/laser guidance of stand-off weapons and antiaircraft missiles.
Israeli defense imperatives like the protection of
vital objectives or the prevention of a major thrust
directed from the east against its Achilles' heel, that
is the long, winding, topographically dominated,
``narrow waist'' borders, may dictate, like in 1967, the
reoccupation of the Samarian and Judean highland,
be the international implications what may, since
this may prove to be a matter of life and death. It
also means an additional front.
The conclusion is that, unless unusual circumstances emerge, a conventional Arab-Israeli war
should quasi-automatically mean the occupation of
``Palestine'' by Israeli forces, including the dissolution of its government.44 One may assume that a
rapid, decisive Israeli victory may influence a
``Palestinian'' decision to join the fight, but in
present circumstances the chances of a rapid
decision are next to nil. This being the case,
operational exigencies may dictate a return to the
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Ben Gurion doctrine,45 i.e. the pre-emptive occupation of ``Palestine''.
c.

The Impact of ``Palestine'' on a Total War
Waged by Pan Arabia and Iran against Israel

About 70-80 percent of Israel's population and
wherewithal are crammed together on the coast,
within the Greater Tel Aviv megalopolis, about 60
miles long (Gedera-Hadera) and 9 to 20 miles wide.
The eastern flank of the Tel Aviv megalopolis borders
``Palestine'' along more than 60 miles.
The ``total war'' may, where the Middle East
situation is concerned, consist of one or a combination of three distinct levels of intensity:
i.

Use of conventional explosive armed ballistic missiles bombardment of urban concentrations, not unlike the Iraqi bombardment
of 1991, only on a much larger scale, of
hundreds of missiles instead of 39, over a
prolonged period of time.

ii. Use of biological and/or chemical armed
ballistic missiles.
iii. Use of nuclear warheads delivered by
ballistic missiles.
Based upon the discussion in the above mentioned parts 2 to 5, it may be expected that
``Palestine'' will more than willingly co-operate with
any force launching missiles at Israel. (Remember
Arafat's strong support of Iraq during the Gulf War in
1991 and literally the dancing on the roofs of the
``Palestinians'' who stared down from the high
ground upon the Iraqi missile bombardment of the
Tel Aviv and Haifa areas.)
In the case of conventional explosive warheads,
Palestinian observers, holding binoculars, a compass and a radio set, may help correct the aiming.
If the missile barrage is part of a plan to prohibit
or delay the mobilization of reserves in order to
cover the deployment of ground forces for a frontal
attack, it may be assumed that missile and terror/
guerrilla activities will be coordinated a priori for
increased efficiency.
When the pan-Arab and Iranian forces are to be
equipped with warheads possessing terminal guidance, laser designation by ``Palestinians'' looking
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from uphill is to be anticipated. The same may be
expected in the case of biological/chemical warheads, accurate reporting being required on meteorological data, especially local winds, to
establish, with fair accuracy, the location, height
(in case of air burst), etc. for most efficient dispersal.
The coastal plain ground winds are somewhat
whimsical along the Israeli coast. Although they
follow a general pattern dependent on seasons and
hour of the day, local phenomena bring about
temporary changes of direction which may be
precisely measured by a properly triangulated
observation of plain mortar smoke shells.
In all cases, a panic driven exodus out of the
Greater Tel Aviv area is almost certain to occur, with
huge car bottlenecks at certain intersections. Under
observation from ``Palestine'', the intersections may
be efficiently attacked with biological/chemical
agents or with conventional warheads, creating the
ultimate chaos and loss of life.
Where nuclear warheads are concerned, some 26 warhead hits (depending on yield), on Greater Tel
Aviv, will disrupt all activity and cause the loss of life
of the majority of the people trapped in the
megalopolis. ``Palestinian'' troops, which may be
supported by heli-ported allied special troops or
vehicles, will be the nearest available to cut northern from southern Israel by advancing to the sea
coast somewhat north and south of the flattened
area and out of the lethal radiation belt. It is only 9
to 20 miles!
Note that lethal radiation fallout is bound to be
blown eastward by the medium and high altitude
prevailing westerly winds, affecting some of the
``Palestinian'' inhabited areas. Given the Arab
attitude to human life,46 this danger, like that of
chemical and/or biological ``misses'' is not believed
to influence the decision to launch, once taken.
. The main hope of survival in case of an
imminent danger of an Arab-Iranian nuclear
attack on Israel is dispersal of population
and facilities, out of the 20 x 60 km.
megalopolis and the provision of alternative
north-south lifelines (roads, telephones,
water, power, etc.) outside the menaced
area.

.

.

.

Since there is only one direction in which to
disperse from the Tel Aviv megalopolis,
which is east, and since population and
facilities' dispersal, like laying the lifelines,
require a span of time which is way beyond
that of any intelligence or intelligent predictions, the only way to save Israel from caving
in after 2-6 nuclear blasts is to re-acquire
Samaria and Judea and do the necessary
building at the first indication of availability
of nuclear weapons in the hands of Arab/
Iranian dictatorships.
Similarly, since the anthrax biological pathogen, if spread over the greater Tel Aviv area,
is going to render the area uninhabitable for
a considerable period of time, the same
dispersal procedure should apply as in the
case of an emerging nuclear threat.
It would be a reckless negligence for any
Israeli government considering consent to
the ``Palestinian'' declaration of independence if it will not unequivocally demand a
general Arab-Iranian divestiture of, at least,
the stockpiled anthrax and of the quest for
nuclear weapons as a ``conditio sine qua non''
for its acquiescence. The non-compliance
with the demand by any Arab state should
legitimize the Israeli keeping or re-taking of
Samaria, Judea and the Jordan depression.
This is, again, a matter of life and death.

7. Gulliver in Lilliput
(Where to ``park'' the Israeli Armed Forces?)

As repeatedly stated, a precondition for the
relative stability of an Israeli-Arab peace (of ``no
war'') is the maintenance by Israel of an adequate
deterrence that can effectively face the ever increasing threat intensity of Arabia and Iran.
The higher the intensity of threat, the larger the
Israeli military forces. The larger the military forces,
the more area they require for garrisons, training
areas, firing ranges and operational deployment.
For instance, international sources claim that
the Israeli Air Force is, in terms of fighter aircraft, of
the same order of magnitude as the French, British
or German Air Forces, requiring, of course, adequate
base facilities, training airspace, firing ranges,
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proper early warning and an efficient C4I (Command,
Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence)
which does also require its expanded installations.
A quick look at Professor Arnon Soffer's map47 of
military areas in Israel reminds one of Gulliver in
Lilliput, or a size 13 foot in a size 8 shoe.
As petty-fogging as it sounds, Israel has to
maintain some of its military depots and rear bases
in Judea, Samaria and the Jordan Valley as well, to
cater to the volume of forces required to try to
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match the pan-Arabian threat of which the PLO is a
forward deployed minor component. The emergence
of a ``Palestinian'' state will probably imply the
folding up of these bases and their relocation in an
area saturated with military installations (a target
hard to miss). This logistic, seemingly ``apolitical
hence unimportant'' requirement will decidedly bear
heavily on Israel's defense/military posture upon the
emergence of a ``Palestinian'' state. It is not to be
overlooked.
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